Reception September Grid
Use Bug Club each day to read a book that has been allocated to your child. Logins for Bug Club are available from school.
Go on a coin hunt and collect all of the loose
change around your house. Can you sort them
into different types and learn how much they are
worth?
Can you make a shop with your toys and practise
buying things with your coins?

Junk Modelling – Go on a hunt for used boxes,
tubes, pots etc. Can you make an amazing model
with them?

Can you build a den? Use sheets and pegs to
make an amazing den. Once you have finished,
draw a picture of it and label the parts that
you’ve used.
Can you make a sign to tell people about your
den?

Use YouTube to find ‘cosmic kids yoga’. Take part Choose an animal you love. Use the internet to
in one of the yoga sessions. Remember to start find out facts about the animal. Find out whether
your session with “Namaste”!
it comes from an egg, how it grows, where it
lives, how big it is, what it needs to be healthy
etc. Choose how you record it (a poster, booklet,
PowerPoint)

Go on an old photo hunt in your house. Ask your
parents and grandparents to get out their old
photos and talk about them to you. How have
people changed? What was different when they
were younger?

Choose a recipe and help a grown up to bake or
cook it. See if you can be in charge of measuring
– can you read the recipe book and measure the
ingredients correctly?

Make a card for one of your friends in school.
Can you draw a picture on the front of it,
showing them what you’ve been doing?
Remember to write ‘From’ and then write your
name at the end!

Go outside for a walk and notice the signs of
Autumn. Can you find different coloured leaves,
seeds or nuts from a tree? Take photos or draw
what you have found.

Ask a grown up to show you how to make a
paper aeroplane, or use YouTube to help. Test
them outside, measure the distance with a tape
measure to see which one goes the furthest.

Make an obstacle course outside like Ninja
Warrior, what can you use to travel under, over
and through? Time yourself to complete the
challenge using a timer or a grown up’s phone.
Can you improve your time?

Draw, paint or make an Autumnal tree.

